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Suggested Changes to Intellectual
Property Policy (4/13/92)

Page 2 (addition): This policy ¡s in compliance with
State and Federal Law

Page 2 (replacement): "normal" replace by "nor-
mally"

Page 7 (rewrite): C.3 Scholarly Writings:" The Board
does not claim copyright ownership of texbooks and
scholarly works or publications written by employ-
ees which appear in peer-reviewed and professional
or trade journals."

Page 7 (addition): "C.3.5 Creative Artistic Works:
The Board does not claim copyright ownership of
creative artistic works created by employees. The
exception to this is the same as for scholarly writ-
ings {see section C(3) above]."
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PURPOSE

The Arizona Board of Regents (Board) is entrusted by the people of the State of
Arizona with the responsibility of developing and maintaining a system of higher education
that provides an opportunity for education to all qualified persons, that explores and
expands the frontiers of knowledge, and that serves to improve the quality of life for the
people of Arizona. In pursuit of these responsibilities, the Board endeavors to develop and
maintain an educational system marked by excellent academic programs, distinguished
faculty, institutional diversity, fully equipped facilities, and an open and stimulating
environment for learning, teaching, research and service to the public.

In broad terms, the academic system serves to create and disseminate information
for the benefit of all through research, teaching and public service. Information is
communicated by members of the University community who publish and otherwise
promulgate their knowledge in numerous ways. Information is transmitted by students who
graduate and share their new knowledge with colleagues in the public and private sectors.
Finally, information is shared through various University extension programs. Sharing
information depends fundamentally on open communication, and open communication in
turn:

Is essential for creating and sharing verifiable scientific knowledge that
can benefit the entire society;
Is a measure of the rate of scientific progress that depends on
information and data developed by others;
Is a necessary condition for efficient and proper use of public and
private resources;
Is a primary force in enhancing cultural, social and economic
well-being; and
Is necessary for an informed citizenry and, as such, basic to the
functioning of a democracy.

Under some circumstances, there are valid reasons for limiting the open
dissemination of information. Such grounds include national security, the conduct of
diplomacy, individual privacy, commercialization of intellectual property, and international
competitiveness. In accommodating the last two interests, it sometimes will be necessary
to strike a balance between openness and control. The Board believes that maintaining
openness generally has a superior social claim over commercial concerns and that
restrictions on openness should be approached as exceptions rather than norms. However,
the benefits of commercialization can he substantial to the inventor(s). the University, the
State and/or the nation. Patents, copyrights, trade-secret law and trademarks are
mechanisms to protect intellectual property. They control the flow of information hut are
essential if interested parties are to invest the funds that are usually required to transform
the results of University research into economically viable products and processes.
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The following Policy Statement is intended to guide management of intellectual
píoperty at The University of /-\rizona.

POLICY
A GENERAL STATEMENT

The Arizona Board of Regents encourages University faculty and staff members to
undertake creative research endeavors and to add new scholarship to the well of
beneficial information available to the public for its instruction and use. Scholarship
may be manifest through publications and in disclosures of intellectual property.
These two manifestations of scholarly inquiry are not mutually exclusive. Quite often
the draft of a manuscript for publication in a peer-reviewed journal can serve as the
body of a disclosure of intellectual property. The discovery or invention then can be
evaluated to determine its potential for viable transfer through commercialization
into the public sector while the manuscript is undergoing peer review. Thus, the
discovery or invention can be protected and still allow for timely publication of the
research that led to that discovery or invention.

Intellectual property developed by University employees in the course and scope of
their employment is presumed to belong to the Board unless provided otherwise by
this policy.

B. DEFINITIONS

1. Copyright

Copyright protects a work of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression
from unauthorized reproduction. Copyrighted material may include, but is not
limited to, computer software, mask works, artwork, music, technical articles, books
and other literary works. Books, particularly textbooks, and technical or professional
articles published in journals or by some recognized publisher, normal will carry the
copyright of the publisher. Copyright provides protection for the expression of an
idea but not the idea itself. For example, a copyrighted set of plans for building a
solar device provides exclusionary rights regarding the reproduction and sale of the
plans, but the purchaser of the plans may build and sell the solar device, assuming
that the device is not protected by a patent.



Designated Individual

The Designated Individual is the Vice President for Research who has been
appointed by the University President to be in charge of intellectual property matters.
Certain aspects of intellectual property management may be delegated to the Office
of Technology Transfer (OTT) by this policy or the Designated Individual.
Trademark Licensing for the University is handled by the Trademark Licensing
Administrator.

Employee

For purposes of this policy, University employees shall include full-time and part-time
classified staff, appointed personnel, graduate assistants/associates, persons with "no
salary' appointments, and shall also include visiting faculty and academic
professionals who develop intellectual property using University resources and
facilities unless there is an agreement providing otherwise. Persons who are not
otherwise University employees and who come to the University as guest lecturers,
or to teach colloquia, seminars or short courses are not University employees for
purposes of this policy to the extent of their teaching and classroom activities.

Fund for Promotion of Research

The Fund for the Promotion of Research is a University account administered by the
Vice President for Research to promote research and technology transfer. It is
funded by the university share of net fees and royalties received from the licensing
and sale of University-owned intellectual properties. except trademarks.

Intellectual Property

Intellectual property includes works of authorship, inventions and discoveries that
may be subject to protection by patents, copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets.

Invention

Under patent law, an invention is the result of conceiving and reducing to practice
some innovation that can be delineated, defined and reproduced. Not all inventions
are patentable; some may he obvious, some may be unintentional copies of others'
inventions, and some may he intentionally withheld from the patent system to prevent
the required publication of the invention that is accomplished by the issuance of a
patent.



Mask Work

A type of intellectual property protected under federal law that is a series of related
images imprinted or intended to be imprinted in a semiconductor chip product.

Net Income

Net income shall be defined as gross revenues resulting from a given intellectual
property less all costs incurred by the University or its nominee in commercializing
the said intellectual property, and in obtaining and maintaining intellectual property
protection, domestic and foreign.

Patent

Patenting is an international legal system by which an inventor can prevent
others from making, using or selling his/her invention. The U.S. patent is
obtained through application to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and
provides negative exclusionary rights in the United States for a period of 17
years from date of issue. An issued patent is an instructional document and
must teach one who is familiar with the field the best means for producing,
constructing or using the product or process.

Software

As used in this policy, software is defined as a set of statements or instructions --
lines of code -- to be used directly or indirectly in a computer to bring about a
certain result.

Technology Transfer Committee

The Committee is a University committee of not less than five persons that may be
composed of faculty, staff and students. Members are appointed by the President of
the University. The Committee considers proposed changes in intellectual property
policy and makes recommendations to the President through the Designated
Individual.

Trade Secret

Trade Secret, while appearing to he in conflict with a public institution's primary role
of information dissemination, is nonetheless a legai property protection device
governed by state rather than federal laws. Certain technologies, either due to rapid
changes in the field, or due to non-patentability, may be licensable to industry as
trade secrets. Use of trade secret protection may he approved, hut should be used
rarely. However, if public disclosure will inhibit a companys willingness to invest the
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necessary funds for product development and commercialization, the OTT, in
consultation with the employee and the Designated Individual, may license the
subject intellectual property as a trade secret. Knowledge formalized as a trade
secret cannot be disclosed in any open scientific forum as long as it maintains trade
secret status. All intellectual property falling within this category will be treated in
the same manner as patented and copyrighted technologies regarding licensing and
royalty distribution as provided in this policy.

13. Trademark

Trademark is the mark that distinguishes an organization or a product. The various
symbols and logos of the University are trademarks that belong to the Board and
may not be used by third parties without a proper license and specific approval of
the University's Licensing Administrator. That licensing program is managed outside
of the intellectual property procedures described here.

Other trademarks may be generated that are intellectual property covered by this
policy. These are exemplified by Gatorade, a product that is not patented, but for
which the trademark is licensed by the University that developed the formula. Such
trademarks will be licensed by the University Designated Individual.

C. OWNERSHIP OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

1. University Owned Intellectual Property

Except as otherwise provided in this policy, the University owns intellectual
property that:

Results from research carried on by or under the direction of
any employee or student of the University and having all or
part of the attendant costs paid from University funds or from
funds under the control of or administered by the University or
the Board; or

Is made by any employee of the University as a direct result of
his/her duties with the University; or

e. F-las been developed in whole or in part by any
employee, student or other person through the
utilization of University resources or facilities
unless such resources or facilities are available
without charge to the public or the applicable use
fee (not including tuition) has been paid.
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Discussion: If intellectual property is developed by an
employee within his or her area of expertise or responsibility.
then the intellectual property is owned by the University unless
it falls within a specific exception listed below. The
determination of ownership of intellectual property is not
dependent upon the person's physical location. For example, a
chemist is working on a new chemical structure and a related
idea comes to him/her while showering at home, such
intellectual property is owned by the University. But a chemist
working in a home workshop, creating a new wooden toy, is the
owner of that intellectual property, although such intellectual
property should be disclosed to the University Designated
Individual. In general, decisions concerning intellectual
property ownership are based on common sense. That is, if it
is reasonable and logical to assume the employee's discovery
was made without any influence of the University or it
resources, then ownership is the employee's.

2. Individual Owned Intellectual Property

The Designated Individual will release to the employee who created the
intellectual property all claims of Board ownership as to intellectual property
that:

a. Involves no use of University facilities or resources unless such
facilities or resources are available without charge to the public
or the applicable use fee (not including tuition) has been paid
by the person claiming ownership of the intellectual
property;and

h. The intellectual property was not prepared as a result of
employment responsibilities; and

c. The intellectual property is not directly related to the
employee's field of employment.

Discussion: In the event that an employee develops intellectual property that
is unrelated to his/her duties and that was developed on the individual's own
time, that intcllectual property belongs to the individual. For example, an
employee in the music department who develops software that tracks little
league players and documents their capability/performance would own the
cop\rights to those materials. However, if the music department employee
was instructed to create software to recruit music students, that intellectual
property would belong to the li rliversity.
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Scholarly Writings

The Board does not claim copyright ownership of textbooks and scholarly
works or publications in peer-reviewed and professional or trade journals
authored by employees. The exception to this is 'work for hire" where the
preparation of such materials was specifically directed by a University
administrator and University funds were provided expressly for their
development.

Sponsor-Supported Efforts

The rights to intellectual property produced as a result of werk supported
partially or fuiiy by an external agency and for which a contract is on file with
the Vice President for Research will be determined by the terms of the
specific contract. If no contract is on file, rights to intellectual property
created as a result of sponsored research will reside in the University.

Student Owned Intellectual Property

Students own the intellectual property they develop as a result of class work
unless University resources beyond those described in Section C(2)(a) above
are used in such development. Students own the copyright for their theses
and dissertations but ownership of other intellectual property described in
these publications, including software and patentable inventions, will be
determined according to Sections C(1) through (4) above.

D. PROCEDURES

1. Disclosure of Intellectual Property.

a. The creator of intellectual property shall file a disclosure with
the head of his or her department. Within ten days of such
disclosure, the department head shall transmit the disclosure to
OTT with an information copy to the dean of the college or
other administrative officer. The department head shall append
to the disclosure a statement setting forth his or her opinion
concerning the scientific, technical and economic merit of such
intellectual property; the likelihood and desirability of obtaining
patent, trademark, copyright or tradc secret protection; an
estimate of the commercial potential; and a general description
of the University facilities or resources used in the development
of the intellectual property.
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b. OTT shall make a determination of the ownership of the
intellectual property within 10 days ot receipt Of the disclosure.
If the property is determined to be owned by the University,
O ri, or its designated agent, shall then have 120 days to make
a determination whether or not to commercialize the disclosed
intellectual property. Following this determination, OTT shall
have an additional ten days in which to inform the creator of
the intellectual property of this decision.

c. Employees who make disclosures are responsible for informing
all persons involved in creating and developing the intellectual
property of the disclosure and the ensuing events, especially
those events related to further development through the various
avenues of protecting the property and subsequent licensing or
sale of the property.

d. The terms of contracts made with research sponsors wherein
the rights to any technology resulting from the sponsored
research are granted to the sponsor must be made known in
advance by the principal investigators to all involved in the
project.

2. Disclosure Processing

OiT, in consultation with the Designated Individual, will determine the
ownership of the disclosed intellectual property according to the terms of this
poi icy.

Intellectual property determined to be owned by the employee, or
intellectual property determined not to merit or warrant exploitation
by the University shall be released outright to the employee. On
mutually agreed upon terms, employee-owned intellectual property
may be assigned by the employee to the University for
commercialization.

Intellectual property owned by a sponsor pursuant to the terms of the
research contract shall be released to the sponsor.

e. intellectual property determined to be owned by the University may be
patented, copyrighted, or otheivise legally protected by the University.
The University may commercialize intellectual property rights using its
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own resources, or it may make an agreement with one or more
intellectual property management organizations to undertake such
activities. If the University has not taken steps to commercialize the
intellectual property within two years of the determination of
ownership, the employee who created the intellectual property may
thereafter request a release or license agreement for such intellectual
property from the Designated Individual.

d. OTT shall inform the employee/creator on a regular basis of the
progress of protection efforts and commercialization of intellectual
property disclosed by that employee.

Resolution of Disputes

In the event an employee believes that he or she is the owner of disclosed
intellectual property and OTT has determined that the University is the
owner, the employee may appeal the decision to the President. In the event
of an appeal, the President shall appoint an ad hoc committee of at least
three people which may include faculty, staff and/or students, to review thé
OTT decision and make recommendations to the President for final decision.
The employee is responsible for providing the committee with documentation
of the development activity, as well as his or her written opinion giving the
basis for the employee's belief that he or she owns the property. The
committee will review all information submitted to it by the employee and
make its recommendation to the President within 30 days from the date the
employee submitted materials to the committee. The President shall make
a final decision as to ownership of the property within 30 days of receiving the
committee's recommendation. In the event of an appeal, the times provided
in Section D(1)(b) above shall be suspended until the final decision of the
President regarding ownership of the intellectual property.

Intellectual Property Income Distribution

Employees who create intellectual property that is disclosed pursuant to this
policy and that is determined to be owned by the University are entitled to
share in the net income earned from the commercialization of that intellectual
property according to the Invention Income Distribution Policy, attached
hereto as Exhibit A. unless provided otherwise by contract with that employee.
The Universit harc of the net income earned shall be deposited in the Fund
for the Prouioon of Research. Income earned from the licensing of
University trademarks is not subject to this pohcy.
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Patent, Trademark, Copyright Application

The employee who creates intellectual property owned by the University will
be required to cooperate fully with the University in the application for legal
protection of intellectual property when requested to do so by O il or the
Designated Individual. Ail costs involved in obtaining and maintaining legal
protection, domestic and foreign, will be borne by the University or its
contract management agent.

Assignment of Title to Research Sponsor

On rare occasions the University may accept a grant or contract from an
organization in which title or rights equivalent to title are assigned to the
sponsor or a grant or contract that gives to the sponsor an exclusive option for
a limited period of time for the right of first refusal to obtain a exclusive
license. The terms and conditions of such a license must be consistent with
Board policy and will be negotiated on behalf of the University by OTT'.
Principal investigators and appropriate University officials must approve all
such agreements in advance. It is the responsibility of the principal
investigators involved to ensure that all persons involved in work supported
by the grant or contract are notified of and agree to its terms.

Employee Has Financial Interest

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, a grant, contract or any
other form of agreement between the University and any organization
containing a provision assigning title is subject to final approval by the Board
if the University employee has a financial interest in the contracting
organization or any entity engaged in a business relationship with the
contracting organization. An employee has a financial interest in an
organization if he or she serves as an owner, officer, director, agent, associate,
partner, trustee, consultant, holds any position of management, or is otherwise
employed by the organization; or is a stockholder owning three percent (3%)
or more of the total stock Out standing in any class when then stock is not
listed on a stock exchange, or stock with a total net value in excess of $25,000
when such stock is listed on a stock exchange.

Approval by the Board for either the creation of any organization or any
substantial interest in an organization under appi icable Arizona law does not
exempt any agreement between the University and an organization from the
provisions of this subsection.
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Iny*flt ion I come Distributiofl'Policy:
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Step Income $ Distributed to Percent

Next 10000 Inventor 100

2 Next 40,000 Inventor 50

Total 50000 Inventor Discretionary Account 30

Intellectual Property Account 20

3 Next 450,000 Inventor 40

Total 500,000 Inventor Discretionary Account 25

Intellectual Property Account 25

Department Account 5

Dean's Account 5

4 Next 500,000 Inventor 35

Total 1,000,000 Inventor Discretionary Account 20

Intellectual Property Account 30

Department Account 10

Dean's Account 5

1,000,000 Inventor 25

and Beyond Inventor Discretionary Account 20

Intellectual Property Account 40

Department Account 10

Dean's Account 5



A Recommendation lo the Faculty Senate from the Faculty Senate Budget and Strategic
Planning Policy Committee

13 April 1992

The changes made in this draft reflect comments made at the Senate meeting on 6 April.

New language is indicated in Bold Face and deleted material is enclosed in square brackets. This
draft does not substantially re-open the question of the language of the document and is intended

to retain close identity with the version distributed by the President on 11 March. The Senate

may fvish to have the committee re-consider the issue in the fall with the objective of preparing

anotlTer yersion that might be suitable for inclusion in the Faculty Constitution or ByLaws. Such

a version should also be considered in the light of procedures ensuring faculty participation in

an adequate strategic planning process.

** ** * ** ******* * **** ************ ******* *

REORGANIZATION PRODURES AT THE UNWERSITY OF ARIZONA

From time to time it is useful for departments, faculties and colleges within the University

to re-examine their organizational structure and consider whether changes may be appropriate.
In 1983 the Senate adopted a set of procedures for considering and implementing such
reorganizations. The University of Arizona is entering a period of limited budgets. This will
require us to reduce programs, downsize the faculty and explore organizational alternatives that
maximize efficiency. Given those constraints it is appropriate to consider modifications of the

earlier procedures. Even in such circumstances academic reorganization proposals must be based

on broad based planning processes within the academic units. In order to implement strategies

in a timely fashion while providing for faculty consultation and a participatory process, revised
procedures are proposed that focus the time for review.

Thee following assumptions and clarifications are an integral part of these
procdures:[Certain assumptions are implicit in these proposed procedures:1

These procedures do not pertain to any unit smaller than a department.

When the proposed reorganization provides for the transfer of faculty members from one

unit to another, the designation "affected faculty" will include those in the receiving unit

as well as those to be transferred. The proposal should provide for an optimal degree of
mutual agreement between the two groups in order to facilitate transfers in an amicable
manner. Unilateral decisions to move faculty members from one group to another should

be avoided.

When unit or program reduction or elimination would eliminate faculty positions, every

effort should be made to find alternative positions within the university for displaced
faculty members. The present procedures do not preclude access to the grievance
mechanisms provided for in the Faculty Constitution and ByLaws.

I
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Reorganization Procedures-FSBSPPC proposal 13 April 1992

PHASE II

Within 45 days the Advisory Committee will do the following
1. Evaluate the proposal.

J2. Present the University community with a summary proposal that is to include a
tentative schedule for action, and a tentative implementation date. The committee will
accomplish this by using Lo Oue Pasa and by distribution through deans, directors and
department heads, as well as by a report to the Faculty Senate and its Budget and
Strategic Planning Policy Committee.

Organize discussion with affected faculty members in each unit.
Solicit written and oral opinions from the University community outside the affected

units.
Provide the President with its evaluation and recommendations which may support,

oppose or suggest modification of the proposal. Copies of the evaluation and
recommendations should go to the Faculty Senate Budget and Strategic Planning Policy
Committee, the ASUA's Budget Review Committee, and the University Budget and
Planning Committee.

PHASE Hl

Within 30 days the Faculty Senate Budget and Strategic Planning Policy Committee and the
ASUA Budget Review Committee should review the evaluation and recommendations and
separately provide the President with their recommendations. Copies of their comments should

go tcf the University Budget and Planning Committee and to the affected parties.

PHASE IV

Within 30 days the University Budget and Planning Committee will provide the President its own

comments and recommendations, with copies going to the affected faculty members.

PHASE V

If the President accepts a recommended reorganization then it should be implemented no
later than the next budget year, alternatively the matter would have to be considered all
over again.

Note. These arrangements are to control internal arrangements for considering
reorganization of academic units. They do not release the University from the obligation

to seek the approval of the Regents as required by Arizona Board of Regents Policies
2.204 and 2.301.
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Regardlless of the level at which a proposal for academic reorganization originates, it
should always evolve from consultation with and participation by the faculty members in the
units to be affected. The proposer(s) will submit a proposal to the President with copies to the
Provost and the Chair of the Faculty. Included in the proposal will be the following:

Ii.
A summary of the proposal;

2.A background statement establishing the basis for the proposal;
& The alternatives considered; and
4. The proposal in detail, including

a timetable for the action, including an implementation date,
an assessment of the impact of the proposed change on affected research and

instructional programs including a list of the potentially affected faculty members;
and a description of the impact on the affected faculty members,

a review of the types of course and curriculum changes which might be
necessary, and

a preliminary analysis of the costs and of the benefits of the proposed
reorganization including projections for the future.

PHASE I

If the President deems the proposal worthy of further consideration, within 15 days he will ensure

that
I. Each potentially affected faculty member receives a copy of the proposal,
2. An advisory committee is constituted. The composition of the committee should
provide adequate representation for affected faculty, the various units that might be
affected as well as the University at large. The membership of the committee will be

determined as follows:
two faculty members from the group of affected faculty [units] selected by

mail ballot after the Chair of the Faculty has conducted a nomination meeting and

arranged a ballot,
three members appointed by the President,
one member of the Faculty Senate's Budget and Strategic Planning Policy

Committee selected by the members of the committee, and,
the Chair of the Faculty or a designee.

The Chair of the Faculty will convene the first meeting at which the committee will elect

its chairperson.

I 2
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March 31, 1992

Members of the Faculty Senate

Franklin S. Flint, Chair
Committee on Academic Integri

Boyd Baker
Richard Curlee
John Drabicki
Eli7abeth Ervin
Glen Gerhard
Joan Haase
Ronald Hilwig
Chris Leadem
Jack Marietta
Thomas Mauet
John Mills
Alice Paul
William Remers
Madhumita Nath
Scott McDonnell
Alex PIado
Johnetta Brazzell

Revisions to the Code of Academic Integrity

During the fall semester Dr. Johnetta Brazzell, Associate Dean of Students, and I appeared before
the Senate seeking approval for a new Code of Academic Integrity. The Senate requested that the
Code be modified and that it be brought back to the Senate in the spring semester. Attached is the
revised Code as per your request.

Modifications focus on the role of the Department Head. In the previous version Department
Heads were empowered to suspend or expel students. The role of the Department Head is now
that of a third party who hears the appeal of students, determines if the evidence supports the
decisions of the faculty member, and makes recommendations to the faculty member as to the
appropriateness of the sanctions imposed. The sanctions of suspension or expulsion can only be
imposed by action of a University Hearing Board.

The Code has been revised in accordance with our understanding of the requests and concerns of
the members of the Faculty Senate. Our request is that the Senate adopt this document. We
request that it become effective for the fall 1992 semester. This will allow time to distribute copies
to faculty and to make them aware of the provisions of the Code.

Thank you for your consideration. Dr. Brazzell and I will be at the April 1 3 meeting to answer any
questions you may have.

Committee on A caJernic integrity

i

Exercise and Sports Sciences
Speech and Hearing Sciences
Economics
Fine Arts
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Nursing
Veterinary Science
Medicine
Soci al and Behavioral Sciences
Law
English
Education
Pharmacy
Student
Student
Student
Associate Dean of Students
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TO:

FROM:
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PRINCIPLE
Integrity is expected of every student in all academic
work. The guiding principle of academic integrity is that a
student's submitted work must be the student's own.
This principle is furthered by the student Code of
Conduct and disciplinary procedures established by
ABOR Policies 5-308 - 5-403, all provisions of which
apply to all University of Arizona students. This Code of
Academic Integrity (hereinafter "the Code") is intended to
fulfill the requirement imposed by ABOR Policy 5-
403.A.4 and otherwise to supplement the student Code
of Conduct as permitted by ABOR Policy 5-308.D.1.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
Students engaging in academic dishonesty diminish their
education and bring discredit to the academic
community. Students shall not violate the Code of
Academic Integrity (hereinafter "the Code") and shall
avoid situations likely to compromise academic integrity.
Students shall observe the generally applicable
provisions of the Code as set forth herein whether or not
faculty members establish special rules of academic
integrity for particular classes (see Faculty Responsibility
below).

FACULTY RESPONSIBILITY
Faculty members shall foster an expectation of academic
integrity and are responsible for notifying students of any
special rules of academic integrity established for a
particular class (e.g. collaboration on homework,
appropriate use of sources, use of the same paper in
more than one class, etc.) and making every reasonable
effort to avoid situations conducive to infractions of the
Code (see Prevention Recommendations below).
Failure of faculty to prevent cheating does not excuse
students from compliance with the Code.

PROHIBITED CONDUCT
Conduct prohibited by the Code consists of all forms of
academic dishonesty, including, but not limited to:
cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty,
and plagiarism as set out and defined in the Code of
Conduct, ABOR Policy 5-308-E.1O; modifying any
academic work for the purpose of obtaining additional
credit after such work has been submitted to the
supervising faculty member except that the supervising
faculty member may approve such alterations; failure to
observe rules of academic integrity established by a
faculty member for a particular course; and attempting to
commit an act prohibited by this Code. Any attempt to
commit an act prohibited by these rules shall be subject
to sanctions to the same extent as completed acts.

SANCTIONS
Students found guilty of violating the Code are subject to
any one or a combination of the following sanctions;
written warning, loss of credit for the work involved;
reduction in grade; failing grade assigned in the course,
disciplinary probation, suspension, expulsion or other
sanctions imposed by a University Hearing Board.

The sanctions that may be imposed by a faculty member

are a written warning, a loss of credit for the work
involved, reduction in grade, a failing grade in the course,
and disciplinary probation for a specified period of time
not to exed one year. A faculty member may also
recommend suspension or expulsion to a University
Hearing Board.

When a student has been found to have committed an
act prohibited under this Code, a particular sanction shall
be imposed after consideration of the seriousness of the
misconduct, the state of mind of the student, the harm
done to the University and to other students by the
misconduct, and whether or not the student has
engaged in conduct prohibited by the Code at other
times. In addition, mitigating and aggravating factors shall
be considered in accordance with the provisions of
ABOR Policy 5-308.H.

RECORD
Whenever a sanction is imposed, the fact that any such
sanction has been imposed and the reasons for tho
imposition shall be recorded in the student's academic
file. lt is recommended that the standard forms "Record
of Faculty-Student Conference," "Record of Appeal to
Department Head," and "Record of Modification of
Sanctions" be used. These forms are available from the
Dean of Students or from college representatives on the
Committee on Academic Integrity. Students may petition
the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs/Provost
after 3 years to have the record expunged.

STUDENT RIGHTS
Students charged with a violation of the Code have the
right to a fair consideration of the charges including the
right to see the evidence, and to confidentiality in the
course of that consideration to the extent allowed by law
and fairness to other affected persons. Procedures
under the Code shall be conducted privately except that
a student charged with a violation of the code shall have
the right to be accompanied by an advisor in any
proceeding under the Code and may cause a hearing by
a University Hearing Board to be open to the public.
Except in the course of authorized consideration of a
charge, faculty shall not reveal the identity of students
charged or otherwise involved in a violation.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF
WITNESSES
The privacy of witnesses to violations of the Code shall
be protected to the extent compatible with law and with
fairness to the students charged and other affected
persons. Retaliation of any kind against witnesses is
prohibited and shall be treated as a violation of the Code
or of the University rules applicable to the person
retaliating. Likewise, an intentionally false charge of
violation of the Code shall be treated as a violation of the
Code or of the University rules applicable to the person
making the false charge. Witnesses are expected to
cooperate in any proceedings under the Code.

In cases n which the faculty member is relying on the
observations of witnesses other than him/herself as the
basis for the charge of violation of the Code, such
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witnesses must testify at any proceedings under the
Code and be subject to questioning by the student
charged. Upon a showing of good cause, such
testimony may be provided by sworn statement in lieu of
the appearance of a witness, but the unavailability of the
witness for questioning shall affect the weight to be
accorded the testimony of the witness.

GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
When a Graduate Teaching Assistant is the faculty
member of record for a course (i.e. responsible for
signing the grade sheet), he/she is empowered to carry
out the procedures outlined herein. Other Teaching
Assistants shall refer suspected violations to the faculty
member of record.

STUDENTS NOT IN CLASS
If students not enrolled in the class are involved in
violation of the Code, faculty shall refer them to the
Office of the Dean of Students for action under the Code
of Conduct.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
In cases involving graduato students, faculty shall follow
the procedures outlined for undergraduate students
except that in all cases where the student is found to
have violated the Code, the faculty member (and in the
case of appeals, the Department Head or Hearing Board)
shall notify the Associate Dean of the Graduate College.
This Code does not apply to students in the Colleges of
Law and Medicine which have their own Codes.

GRADE BEFORE APPEALS
Students must be allowed to continue in class without
prejudice until all appeals are completed. If the semester
ends before all appeals are concluded, a grade of 1" shall
be recorded until appeals are completed.

FORM OF NOTICE
Whenever notice is called for in the procedures under
the Code it shall be made by causing written notice to be
delivered either by hand or by other means that provides
for verification of delivery.

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES
Faculty-Student conference: Faculty member
confers with student(s) and if appropriate imposes
sanction up to a maximum of a failing grade in the
course. Conference must occur within 15 working
days of knowledge of the suspected violation.
Faculty member may also recommend suspension
or expulsion to a University Hearing Board.

Appeal to Department Head: Student may
appeal sanctions imposed by faculty member to the
Head of the Department in which the course was
offered (Asst./Assoc. Dean in colleges without
departments). Appeal must be filed within 1 0

working days of receipt of notification of the
sanction. Within 15 working days the Department
Head shall review the case and shall uphold the
sanction(s) or recommend to the faculty member
that all or part of the sanction(s) be rescinded or
recommend that additional sanctions be imposed.
The Department Head shall not have authority to
modify or rescind sanctions, impose sanctions, or
change grades.
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UniversIty Hearing Board: If after completion of
the Appeal to the Department Head, the student
wishes to pursue the matter further, he/she may
within 10 working days request a hearing before a
University Hearing Board by contacting the Office of
the Dean of Students. A Hearing Board is also
convened if the faculty member recommends that
the student be suspended or expelled. The
Hearing Board shall hear the case and make
recommendations to the Provost. The Provost
makes a final determination if sanctions are Upheld,
rescinded, added or if suspension or expulsion are
imposed.

FACULTY-STUDENT CONFERENCE
When a faculty member has reason to believe that a
student has violated the Code, he/she shall confer with
the student in private, shall explain the allegations,
present any evidence, and shall hear the student's
response. The conference shall be held within 15
working days of the faculty member's coming into
possession of information that the student has violated
the Code, unless good cause is shown for an extension
of up to 30 working days. Faculty shall ensure that the
student's right to a fair consideration of the charges is
observed.

If the faculty member relies on the observations of
persons other than him/herself for the decision whether
or not academic dishonesty has occurred, such persons
shall be present at the conference and subject to
questioning by the accused student unless there is good
cause for their absence. If they are not present, their
evidence shall be made available to the student charged
by sworn affidavit. When there is reason to believe that
more than one student has violated the Code, separate
conferences may be held with each such student. (See
above for students not enrolled in the class.)

After considering the evidence and hearing the student's
response, the faculty member shall decide upon a
preponderance of the evidence whether or not the
student has committed an act prohibited by the Code. If

the faculty member decides that the evidence is not
sufficient to make such a decision, he/she shall cause all
reference to the suspected misconduct to be removed
from the student's records, and the student may
continue in the class without prejudice. If the faculty
member decides that the evidence is sufficient to find
that the student has engaged in misconduct, he/she
shall specify what misconduct has occurred in accord with
the prohibited conducta section above.

After consideration of the circumstances of the
misconduct in accordance with the provisions of the
sanctions section above, the faculty member shall

impose sanctions not to exceed in severity a failing grade
in the course. The faculty member may also recommend
that the student be suspended or expelled. Such
recommendation shall be made in writing within ten
working days of the decision that the student has
engaged in conduct prohibited by the Code. lt shall be
made to the Office of the Dean of Students. If a grade
must be reported before the proceedings of a Faculty-
Student Conference or an appeal are concluded, a grade
of I shall be recorded until ail appeals are completed.



Record of Faculty-Student Conference
When the faculty member determines that the student
has violated the Code, he/she shall prepare a brief written
report outlining the violation, the evidence, his/her
findings, sanctions imposed, and if suspension or
expulsion are recommended. lt is recommended that the
report be prepared on a standard form entitled "Record
of Faculty-Student Conference." The faculty
member shall furnish a copy of this report to the student
as provided in the "Notice" section and shall send copies
to the Department Head, the student's Home
Department Head and the Dean of Students.

If the faculty member determines that there is insufficient
evidence upon which to base a finding of violation of the
Code, there shall be no record made of the incident and
no record maintained in any University files.

Students Not Available for Conference
In cases where the student is not available, e.g. out of the
area after final exam, the faculty member shall make every
reasonable effort to contact the student through
personal contact, telephone or through the mail and to
inform the student of the charges. If contact can be
established, the Faculty-Student Conference shall be
scheduled as soon as both parties are available, e.g. at
the beginning of the next semester, and a grade of
Incomplete shall be given the student until the
conference is held. If either of the parties will not be
available for an extended period, the Faculty-Student
Conference shall be held via the telephone or by mail. If
after several efforts, contact cannot be established, the
faculty member may impose sanctions but must send a
letter or copy of the "Record of Faculty-Student
Conference" form via certified return receipt requested
mail to the student's last permanent address outlining the
charges, the sanctions and any recommendations for
suspension or expulsion.

APPEAL TO DEPARTMENT HEAD
Students may appeal the findings made and the
sanctions imposed by a faculty member to the Head of
the Department in which the course was offered or the
Associate/Assistant Dean in colleges with no
departments (hereinafter collectively Department
Head"). A student shall deliver the appeal in writing to the
Department Head within ten days of the date on which
he/she receives notice of the findings and sanction(s).
The Department Head may extend this filing period when
appropriate. If a student does not appeal within the time
provided, the findings and imposition of the faculty
member will be final except that recommendations for
suspension or expulsion will be heard by a Hearing Board
as provided hereinafter.

The Department Head shall review the case, including all
evidence considered by the faculty member and the
Record of the Faculty-Student Conference and shall
confer with the faculty member and the student charged.
The Department Head shall determine whether or not the
faculty member's conclusion of violation is supported by
the evidence. If the Department Head determines that
the conclusion of violation is supported by the evidence
and that the sanction imposed is appropriate, he/she
shall uphold the faculty member's decision.

If the Department Head determines that the conclusion of
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violation is not supported by the evidence, he/she shall
recommend to the faculty member that all or part of the
sanction(s) imposed be rescinded. The faculty member
determines if sanctions are to be rescinded. If the faculty
member rescinds all sanctions, all reference to the charge
shall be removed from the student's University records.

If the Department Head determines that the sanctions
imposed are inadequate, he/she may recommend to the
faculty member that additional or more severe sanctions
be imposed. The faculty member determines if additional
or more severe sanctions are to be imposed. The
Department Head shall not have authority to modify or
rescind sanctions, to impose additional sanctions or
change grades.

The Department Head shall notify both the student and
the faculty member in writing of his/her decision as
provided in the "Notice" section. It is recommended that
the Department Head use the form "Record of
Appeal to Department Head" for this purpose.

If the faculty member rescinds the sanction(s), the
student may continue n the class without prejudice. If

the semester s over, the faculty member shall recalculate
the grade without the sanction. If it is not possible to
arrive at a final grade because work was not completed
due to the allegation of violation of the Code, the faculty
member, and the student shall confer and a grade of "W"
or 'I" shall be assigned. If a grade of "I" is assigned, the
student shall have the opportunity to complete remaining
work without prejudice.

If the faculty member accepts the Department Head's
recommendation to rescind or modify sanctions or for
additional or more severe sanctions, the faculty member
shall inform the student in writing of these modifications
as provided in the "Notice" section. lt is recommended
that the faculty member use the standard form entitled,
"Record of Modification of Sanctions." Copies
shall also be sent to the Department Head, the student's
Home Department and the Dean of Students.

UNIVERSITY HEARING BOARD
If after appeal to the Department Head, the student
wishes to pursue the matter, or if the Department Head
fails to act within the 15 day period, the student may,
within ten working days, appeal to a University Hearing
Board by providing written notice of appeal to the Office
of the Dean of Students. Students may appeal all or part
of sanctions imposed. If a student does not appeal within
the time provided, the decision of the faculty member will
be final with the exception that a Hearing Board shall also
be convened when a faculty member recommends
suspension or expulsion unless the student waives the
right to a Hearing Board in writing. The Hearing Board
shall follow procedures set out ri the Code of Conduct
and Student Disciplinary Procedures ABOR Policy 5-
403.D. with the following modifications:

The Hearing Board shall be composed of three
faculty and two students.

The recommendation of the Hearing Board shall be
made to the Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs/Provost. Wherever the term Vice President
of Student Affairs appears, it shall be replaced with



Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs/Provost.

The faculty member who made the charges shall
present the evidence which supports the charges.
Wherever the Dean of Students is indicated as
presenting evidence or witnesses, it shall be
replaced with the faculty member who made the
charges.

When the advisor assisting or representing the
student is an attorney, the faculty member who is
presenting the evidence supporting the charges shalt
be provided with an attorney to perform the same
functions for him or her.

After hearing the case, the Board shalt recommend to the
Provost findings of fact and sanctions to be imposed.
The Provost shall make a final determination in
accordance with the Code of Conduct if sanctions are
upheld, rescinded, added or if suspension or expulsion
are imposed. The Provost is empowered to change
grades and the Registrar shall accept the Provost's
decision.

TIME TABLE

Faculty-Student Conference. The faculty member
must confer with the student within 15 working days of
his/her being informed of a suspected violation.

Appeal to Department Head. The student must
appeal to the Department Head within ten working days
oi notification of the imposition of sanctions and
recommendations for suspension or expulsion. The
Department Head shall render a decision within 15
working days.

University Hearing Board. The student must appeal
to the University Hearing Board within ten working days of
notification that the Department Head has upheld the
sanction or that the faculty member refuses to accept the
Department Head's recommendation that sanction(s) be
rescinded. The University Hearing Board shall convene
within 30 working days of the time the student files the
appeal.

Working Days. In ail cases, "working days' shall be
defined as regular business hours Monday through
Friday, excluding holidays. Faculty-Student
Conferences and appeals should also be heard during
the summer or winter break if possible. If not possible,
the count for working days shall end with the last day of
fina! exams and begin with the first day of classes of the
next regular semester, not including winter session, pre-
session or summer sessions. Extensions can be made to
these time limits by the Department Head or Dean of
Students when the interests of a fair consideration would
be served thereby.

PREVENTION RECOMMENDATIONS

Discuss Academic Integrity and the Code in faculty
meetings.
Encourage faculty to deal with the principle of
academic integrity in course syllabi.
Include a synopsis of the Code of Academic Integrity
in course syllabi.

Inform students of expectations. Make rules clear
and consistently enforce them. Explain the valueè
underlying the rules.
Adequately proctor examinations.
Use alternate sets of exam questions.
Use alternate seat or alternate row seating
assignments.
Have students place books, backpacks, etc. in a
remote location, e.g. along a front or side wall.
Have students place name and 1.0. number on
examinations in ink.
Employ a check system identifying who has béon
given an exam and who has turned one in, e.g. use
numbered exam papers or blue books.
When grading examinations, mark any empty space
left by students between their response and the
next question by drawing one or more lines in the
empty space. Colored ink is suggested.

1 2. Secure exams before and after the exam is given.
Keep in a locked desk or file or preferably remove
from the premises.
Ensure office staff keep exams confidential and
secure.
Keep grade books and exam records secure and
separate from examinations.

APPENDIX

The University Committee on Academic Integrity shall
consist of a chair appointed by the Provost for a three
year term and one faculty representative from each of the
Faculties in the College of Arts and Sciences, and one
faculty representative from each of the other colleges
except Law and Medicine, one from the School of Health
Related Professions, and an Associate Dean of Students
who shall be an advisor and ex-officio member. Faculty
shall be appointed by the Provost for three year
staggered terms. The Committee shall also have four
student members appointed by ASUA. Students shall
serve two year staggered terms. Duties of the Committee
shall be to promulgate the ideals of academic integrity, to
design and carry out campaigns to educate students and
faculty as to their obligations regarding academic
integrity, to develop programs to encourage academic
integrity and discourage academic dishonesty.
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Revised 3/30/92
University of Arizona

Committee on Academic Integrity

RECORD OF FACULTY/STUDENT CONFERENCE

Instructions: Confer with student in private, explain allegations, present evidence, hear student response.
Determine if evidence supports a conclusion that student has violated the Code.
Complete this form only if student is found to have violated Code.
Give copy to the student or send via return receipt mail.
Send copy to the Department Head, student's home Department Head and Dean of Students.
Do not make a record unless the student is found to have violated the Code.
Keep proceedings confidential. Reveal identity of student(s) only to persons authorized in the Code.
Notify student he/she has 10 days to appeal sanction(s) to Department Head.

PLEASE TYPE OR PR[NT.

Date:

Name of student charged: SSN

Student's home college: Home Dept.

Class in which alleged offense occurred:

Date on which alleged offense occurred:

Faculty member in charge of course:

CHARGES: (Briefly outline the violations of the Code of Academic Integrity)

EVIDENCE: (Briefly describe the evidence supporting the charge)

FINDINGS: (Indicate reasons for conclusion of violation of the Code)

SANCTIONS: (Check those imposed)

Written warning (this form may constitute written warning)

Reduction in grade or loss of credit for work involved

Reduction in grade for the course

Failing grade in the course

Disciplinary probation (not to exceed one year. explain any conditions on back of this form)

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Indicate if suspension or expulsion are recommended - if recommended you will have to present evidence
before a University Hearing Board)

Name of faculty member (print): Signature:



Revised 3/30/92
University of Arizona

Committee on Academic Integrity

RECORD OF APPEAL TO DEPARTMENT HEAD

Instructions: Department Head completes this form in cases where student appeals sanctionsirnposed by faculty member.

Confer with faculty member and student.
Determine if the evidence supports the conclusion of violation of the Code.
Determine if the sanctions are appropriate.
Uphold sanctions or recommend that all or part of sanctions be rescinded or that additional sanctions be imposed.
Give copy to the student or send via return receipt mail.
Send copy to the faculty member, and student's home Department Head, Dean of Students.
Notify student he/she has 10 days to appeal sanction(s) to University Hearing Board.

Narue of Department: Date:

Name of student charged: SSN

Students home college: Home Dept.

Class in vhich alleged offense occurred:

Date on which alleged offense occurred:

Faculty member making allegation:

SUMMARY OF CASE: (Briefly summarize the charges, evidence, sanctions imposed by faculty and if faculty recommended
suspension or expulsion)

FACULTY AND STUDENT RESPONSE: (Briefly describe responses of the student and facuhy in their meetings
with you)

FINDINGS: (Indicate if conclusion of violation is supported by the evidence and if sanctions given are appropriate)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO FACULTY MEMBER: (Check those appropriate)

Uphold sanctions Rescind sanctions

Rescind part of sanctions (explain below or on back)

Impose additional or more severe sanctions (explain below or on back)

Support recommendation of suspension or expulsion (if made)

Rescind recommendation of suspension or expulsion (if made)
Comments if any:

Name of Department Head: (print) Signature:



Dare:

University of Arizona
Committee on Academic Integrity

REÇORD OF MODIFICATION OF SANCTIONS

Instmtions: Faculty member completes thisfòrm only in cases where the student has appealed to the Department Head and the
Department Head recommends that sanctions be rescinded or modified or that additional or more severe sanctions be
imposed and the ácu1ty member accepts all or part of the recommendations and changes the sanctions.
Give copy to the student or send via return receipt mail.
Send copy to the Department Head, students Home Department Head and Dean of Students.

Name of student chaxged: SSN

Students home college: Home Dept.

Class in which offense occurred:

Date on which offense occurred

Faculty member in charge of course:

RECOMMENDATIONS 0F DEPARTMENTÌ4EAD: (Briefly summarize Department Heads recommendations)

SANCTIONS TO BE RESCINDED OR MODIFIED: (Briefly explain if sanctions previously imposed are to be
rescinded or modified - list specific sanctions)

ADD[TIONAL SANCTIONS TO BE IMPOSED: (If additional sanctions are to be imposed, check those that
apply)

Written warning

Reduction in grade or loss of credit for work involved

Reduction in grade for the course

Failing grade for the course

Disciplinary probation (not to exceed one year, explain any conditions on back of this form)

Recommend suspension to University Hearing Board

Recommend expulsion to University Hearing Board

Comments if any:

Name of faculty member: (print) Signature:



Faculty enate
April 13, 1992

Faculty Senate approval of the following guidelines is being proposed by the
Academic Personnel Policy Committee. The recommendation foraproval will come.
to the floor of the Senate as a seconded motion The guidelines were drafted
by Dr. Raphael Gruener, Director, Interdisçiplinazyraduate Programs.

Guidelines for Ackpp.4edaement and Evaluation
of Faculty Prtjcipatjon in

Graduate Interdisciplinary Proqram Activities
in the Promotion and Tenure Process

PURPOSE:

The Provost's office has required that faculty efforts in "interdisciplinary
activities should be recognized" for promotion and/or tenure considerations
(memorandum dated 4/26/91, entitled "Promotion and Tenure Process azdPreparat'ion
of Dossiers, page 3, Interdisciplinary Canddates") The present document
provides further guidelines and formalizes theprocedures for acknowledgement
and evaluation of faculty participation in teaching, rese&rch and service
activities specifically related to Interdiscipjinary Graduate Programs.

POLICY:

Inasmuch as faculty participation in the activities of Graduate Interdisciplinary
Programs comprises an integral part of their professional activities, these
efforts should be included and acknowledged in the evaliation procedures for
Promotion and Tenure alongside other relevant activities.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES:

The following are the implementation guidelines:

A faculty person who is a member of an Interdisciplinary Graduate Program
will be asked to include, as part of her/his Promotion and Tenure dossier,
the details of relevant activities (teaching, research, service) in the
appropriate Interdisciplinary Graduate Program.

The Head of the home department shall request from the Chairperson of the
relevant Interdisciplinary Graduate Program a written evaluation of the
degree of participation and quality of the activities of the candidate in
the Interdisciplinary Graduate Program.

This evaluation will be written by the Chairperson of theInterdisciplinary
Graduate Program in consultation with an ad hoc committee of three tenured
faculty of the appropriate rank (in accordance with the prevailing policies
of the relevant home department and/or college). The evaluation document
will be sent to the candidate's home department P&T committee for inclusLon
in the candidate's P&T dossier.

Membership on this ad hoc committee will be drawn from the Program's
Executive Council and will include the Chairperson of the Interdisciplinary
Graduate Program. When the candidate is being considered for promotion
to full professor and if the Chairperson of the Interdisciplinary Graduate
Program is not a full professor, the Chairperson will sit on the ad hoc
committee as an ex officio member and an additional full professor member



will be appointed to the committee.

In cases where the ad hoc committee mechanism appears redundant (e.g., when

the candidate's involvement in the Interdisciplinary Graduate Program
activities is minimal, or when there is a large overlap in membership
between the home department committee and the ad hoc committee) the Head
of the home department may invite one (or more) tenured faculty of
appropriate rañk, who is a member of the executive council of the relevant
interdiscíplinary Graduate Program, to serve as a pro-tern voting member
of the existing P&T committee of the candidate's home department. This

should be done with the candidate's written consent.

4. Additional input may be solicited from the Director of Interdisciplinary
Graduate Programs whenever it is deemed appropriate (e.g., when the candi-
date has served as a chairperson of an Interdisciplinary Graduate Program)
by the candidate, the home department Head, or the Chairperson of the
Interdisciplinary Graduate Program.

Once documentation of activities in Interdisciplinary Graduate Programs has been
incorporated into the candidate's dossier, it shall be considered by the
Department, College and University P&T Committees as an integral part of the
evaluation of the candidate for promotion and/or tenure.
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